PAPATAMUS 104: AN ENDLESS SUMMER OF JAZZ

POSTED SEpTEMBER 2021
STEVE GAUCI [1966] is a multi-reedman from New York, now living in Brooklyn. I became aware
of Gauci in 1994 when I produced the first of a dozen of his recordings for CIMP and Cadence Jazz
Records [1994-2006]. Gauci has a hearing impediment which affects his speech, but obviously not
his playing. He started the Gaucimusic label in 2019 with the goal of issuing releases every two to six
months. There are two different series: the Studio Sessions, which records regular groups; and the Live
at the Bushwick Series, focusing on improvised music. The Bushwick Series reviews follow.
CHRIS WELCOME [gtr/perc] heads an octet on BEYOND ALL THINGS
[Gaucimusic 845121 030709], the first volume of the Live at the Bushwick Series.
Recorded in 2018, the entire CD consists of 28 minutes of free playing which goes
in all directions and has few high points. Sixty years ago, this may have gotten
some attention, but today it is forgettable. Members of the octet are Kirk Knuffke
and Jaimie Branch [horns], Anthony Ware [as], Sam Weinberg [ts], Ben Gerstein
[tbn/perc], Shayna Dulberger [b] and Mike Pride [drm].

LIVE AT BUSHWICK [Gaucimusic 845121 030662] is a quartet date featuring
STEPHEN GAUCI [ts], SANDY EWEN [gtr/ele], ADAM LANE [b] and
KEVIN SHEA [drm]. This three-track session is a very high energy, free blowing
date that opens with Gauci overblowing in the high registers. The electronics are
unnecessary and mostly unheard. What is heard is the energetic playing of Lane,
who makes great underpinning for Gauci’s flights.

January 28, 2019 [Gaucimusic 845121033618] marks the recording date for the
trio of SEAN CONLY [b], MICHAEL ATTIAS [as] and TOM RAINEY [drm].
The energy on this is lower than the Gauci recording, but not without interest.
Attias leaves enough room in his playing to enjoy the interplay between Conley
and Rainey, which in turn advances the cause. As with the first two recordings, this
one is too short — only two tracks coming in at about 35 minutes.

The quartet of ARON NAMENWIRTH [gtr], DANIEL CARTER [woodwinds],
ZACH SWANSON [b] and JOE HERTENSTEIN [drm] gathered on September
24, 2018, to record Gaucimusic 845121036770. The group does their own thing
with little coordination between the ensembles. There is some semblance of
organization near the end of the six tracks, but by that time, I had lost interest.
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The final CD of the Bushwick series [Gaucimusic 845121036763] is a January
2019 quartet session with KEVIN MURRAY [drm], WILLIAM PARKER [b],
DAVE SEWELSON [bari] and KAELEN GHANDHI [ts]. The music — one 36
minute improvised track — progresses nicely and one senses the players are
listening to each other, but they really are not as coordinated as one might expect.
Thankfully, the Bushwick Series gives many unknown musicians some exposure.
However, my suggestion to the label would be to take time and critically listen to the
recordings, much like an athlete might study films to improve their performance. In
addition, the production of the Bushwick series would improve if it had liner notes
for each issue. And now for some of the releases from the studio sessions.
VOLUME 1 [Gaucimusic 84512103072] presents COOPER MOORE [p] aka
Gene Ashton and STEPHEN GAUCI [ts] on eight untitled improvisations from
2018. Moore, who in the past has made and played non-traditional instruments,
plays piano on this session. The improvisations are relatively brief with the
exception of the final track which is almost 12-minutes long. It’s a very listenable
session, but tires near the end.

STEPHEN GAUCI is featured on all the studio sessions, including VOLUME 2
which has him playing with ADAM LANE [b] and KEVIN SHEA [drm]. If you
listen to both studio sessions 1 and 2, you realize how much air the drums and bass
add to the music.

STEPHEN GAUCI is joined by ADAM LANE [b] and JOE MORRIS [drm] on
VOLUME 3 [Gaucimusic 845121 036770] for two extended blowing tracks.
Although Morris started out as a guitarist and then began playing bass, he covers
drums on this recording. This is my first time hearing him on drums. Liner notes
could have offered insight on this as well as other information about the session.
As if to announce Morris’ new talent, Volume 3 opens with an Elvin Jones-like
circular rhythm solo.
VOLUME 4 [Gaucimusic 845121037333] is a 2019 date recording with
STEPHEN GAUCI, AVA MENDOZA [gtr/ele] and VIJAY ANDERSON [drm].
The guitar and electronics give an ambient background sound throughout this
session’s 12 improvisations. Gauci playing in the upper registers gets tiresome with
concentrated listenings. More refreshing are the moments when the group takes it
down a notch.
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VOLUME 5 [Gaucimusic 845121037319] is a 2018 date with STEPHEN
GAUCI, ADAM LANE [b], SANDY EWEN [gtr] and KEVIN SHEA [drms].
It was about this time that I realized there are two ways to review this series —
as individual or as a group of CDRs. Individually, this set is one of the best for the
guitar and bass. As a grouping, it was too much at one time. These CDRs are $10
each, and worth the price. Sadly, I cannot say the same for the Bushwick Series
which is, at best, rehearsal sessions.
With VOLUME 6 [Gaucimusic 845121037357], a 2019 set with STEPHEN
GAUCI and SANDY EWEN [ts], we are brought back to the beginning of this
series — a duo recording. Gauci approaches this with more thought, making it a
session worthy of a second listening, or more. While the Covid-19 pandemic may
have forced Gaucimusic to release recordings closely together, it should be
interesting to see where Gauci takes his new venture.

Recorded live in concert in 2019, SASKATCHEWAN SUITE [cr-094] was commissioned for composer FRED STRIDE. Recorded by the Regina Jazz Society and
performed by the Saskatchewan All Star Big Band, a group made up of players
from around the world who have a connection with the Saskatchewan jazz scene.
Stride attempts to cover the history of the province through this recording’s 12
tracks. I listened through the entire suite and especially enjoyed movement 5 which
ends with the first four notes of “Oh Canada.” Other moments suggest folk songs
and reels. A large portion of the 34-page booklet that accompanies the CD covers
biographies of orchestra members, and their composer/musical director. There is
also a DVD of the performance. This is a valuable release on many levels and would
be an exceptional project for concerts in Saskatchewan and other provinces where
there are enough musicians to support its performance.
Mosaic at one time was the name of a recording group; in the last few decades it has
come to mean excellence in reissues and production. The latest from Mosaic is THE
COMPLETE JOE HENDERSON BLUE NOTE STUDIO RECORDINGS [Mosaic md5271]. If you enjoy Henderson, you know the music, but the added plus here is the
commentary from Bob Blumenthal. If you’re not familiar with Henderson’s music, you
will find this set revelatory. The booklet includes two photos of Henderson, cigarette
in hand. Sadly, he suffered from emphysema and died at 64. I wonder, in hindsight,
how many of us were influenced by the way in which Blue Note often glorified smoke
in some of its iconic photos. Just as important as the music are the extensive liner
notes and the excellent photos.
The quickest thing to be said about 3DOM FACTOR, LONG TALL SUNSHINE
[NotTwo Records mw1012-2] from the BARRY ALTSCHUL trio is to get it! This
undated [probably 2019] live European date documents five Altschul compositions
performed by Altschul [drm], Jon Irabagon [soprillo s/ts clt] and Joe Fonda [b].
The fact that it is live is a surprise to me, as I did not hear enthusiastic applause
until midway through the concert. I would have expected thunderous applause
after most solos. Not only is this trio a powerhouse, but also they sound as if they
are having fun. One of the finest of the year.
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Guitarist PAUL SILBERGLEIT has put together a pleasant jazz CD titled
THE HIDDEN STANDARD [Blujazz bj3487]. Silbergleit has scored nine familiar
compositions including “Inner Urge”, “Evidence”, and “Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road” played by a sextet of Eric Jacobson [tpt], Eric Schoor [ts/ss], Mark Davis [p],
Jeff Hamann [b] and Dave Bayles [dms]. The leader makes no pretensions for this
being cutting-edge or sophisticated jazz. It is what it is — pleasant and familiar jazz.

Unlike the Silbergleit disc, 7 LINES [Editions Gamut EG04 - 754012 463659] is
cutting edge music composed by LUTOS EDDÉ KHOURI. A group of Swiss
musicians – presumably the Gamul Kollektiv – asked Khouri, a choreographer, to
write them music that none of them were comfortable with. I’ll admit, I was not
comfortable with it either. There is a lot of silent space which suggests a dance
piece. The musicians on this set are Philipp Eden [p], Tobias Pfister & Tapiwa
Svosve [saxes], Paul Amereller [perc], Vojko Huter [gtr], Xaver Rüegg [b] and Silvan
Schmid – [robinbird (whatever that is)]. Take your chances with this one!
FREE is a free improvisation group of Luis Vincente [tpt], Marco Franco [drm/flt],
Marcelo dos Reis [gtr], José Miguel Pereira [b], and Albert Cirera [ss/ts]. At times,
they play free splendidly, spearheaded by Cirera’s very strong sax work on their
newest release, THE FALL [Jacc Records 41]. However, at other times this recording
is unremarkable.

Solo bass efforts are special. It seems that more than any other solo instrument, the
listener can crawl into the solos and feel the pain or joy of the performer, or just
follow the improvisation. Such is the case with the 19 improvised pieces that make
up I PLAY ME [Trytone tt559-084] from bassist DION NIJLAND.

In 1989, saxophonist JAAP BLONK adapted Hugo Ball’s wordless sound poems for
HUGO BALL [Kontrans 1167]. Ball was a German artist who died in 1927 at age 41.
Recently reissued, this recording features Blonk accompanied by Bart van der
Putten [as] and Pieter Meurs [b] and his duo recording with Damon Smith [b].
This was Blonk’s first recording and a fine example of his composing and vocal
improvisation skills.
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Louie Belogenis [ts/ss], Joe Morris [b] and Charles Downs [drm] came together
with Joe McPhee [ts] in 2020 as the FLOW TRIO. The result is WINTER GARDEN
[ESP 5040], a fine free jazz date. After 60 years, this well may sound fresh to new
ears, but to old ears it sounds old. It’s a terrible burden for jazz musicians to be fresh.
You will notice comments in this column regarding artists who have made hundreds
of records and still may get raves. You may conclude many things, but one thing you
should realize it’s all subjective!

WADADA LEO SMITH [tpt], Bill Laswell [b] and Milford Graves [drm] have issued
a three-CD set titled SACRED CEREMONIES on the Finnish label Tum [TUM BOX
003]. Disc one features Smith and Graves, and the interplay between the two is
terrific. The second disc is of the duo Laswell and Smith. Laswell’s electronics create
something that offers some surprise sounds that complement Smith’s excursions.
The result is excellent. The final disc features the trio of Graves, Laswell, and
Smith. I listened to these three CDs back-to-back and what a pleasure it was to experience these wonderful combinations of musicians.
I was a bit intimidated by WADADA LEO SMITH: TRUMPET [Tum BOX 002]. I felt
three solo trumpet CDs could be a drain on my mind. Much to my surprise, my
satisfaction was fulfilled. I have, up to this time, felt that Bill Dixon was the finest
solo trumpeter, Leo Smith was next on my list. Perhaps I should re-evaluate that list
and put them both at number one.
Both TUM box sets are worth your time and money. Tum Records began around
2002 with the release of three records by brilliant Finnish sax man Juhani Aaltonen.
Production values have remained superb since the initial issues. Tum does the production work as if funding is not a consideration. If that is the case, mazel tov!
THE ART SPIRIT [ESP- 5053] brings together three masters — MICHAEL BISIO [b],
KIRK KNUFFKE [cnt] and FRED LONBERG-HOLM [cello/eclt]. They draw you along
with over 60 minutes of improvised music, and you will enjoy every second!

Pianist FALKNER EVANS has issued a series of recordings for Consolidated Artist
Records since 2002. His fifth, INVISIBLE WORDS is a very melancholy solo piano
trip through eight originals. As Evans explains in the liner notes, the impetus for this
recital was the death of his wife in 2020. The liner booklet also includes memorabilia
of the deceased.
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RED WILLOW [QA2 Records 82825] is the first recording from North Texas State
One O’clock Band alumni SEAN MICHAEL GIDDINGS [p]. Recorded in 2021, the
dozen original compositions feature Sam Pankey [b] and Daniel Dufour [drm].
There are many deviations in Giddings’ playing and composing. Perhaps the most
consistent influence is Vince Guaraldi and Johnny Costa [piano man for Mr. Rogers’
TV show]. Some of the tracks add coloring from clavier, harmonium, and orchestral
programming. Fortunately, those “extras” do not detract from the CD’s charm.
WILL ST. PETER [gtr], STEVEN HEFFNER [b] and STEVE BARNES [drm], who also
were associated with North Texas State, have put together a pleasant, although a
bit sleepy, trio session titled HONESTLY [OA2 Records oa222191]. Recorded in July
2020, the session offers nine tracks — three St. Peter originals, and others by Henry
Mancini, Sammy Fain, Alec Wilder, Steve Swallow and Ornette Coleman.

Charm and chops are the hallmark of AHEAD OF THE CROWD [Patuxent Music
Records cd355], a new recording from JOHN COLIANNI and his trio with Boots
Maleson [b] and Bernard Linnette [drm]. This is a very pleasant recording that will
hold your interest and deliver pleasure as the group performs three originals and
12 well-chosen standards.

Guitarist DUCK BAKER first came to my attention as a ragtime picker on a series
of roots music sessions for Kicking Mule Records. At the same time, he was
recording avant garde guitar work, later issued on Emanem records. ESP records
has now issued CONFABULATIONS [ESP 5065], a sampler of recordings made from
1994 through 2017. For those not familiar with Baker, this is a good place to start.
Check out the support done individually by Michael Moore, John Edwards, Steve
Beresford, Joe Williamson, Alex Ward, Steve Noble, John Butcher, Mark Dresser,
Roswell Rudd and Derek Bailey.
Guartist DUKE ROBILLARD and tenor man SCOTT HAMILTON almost began
their recording career together in1977 with Roomful of Blues. Since then, they have
recorded together a few times. While Hamilton became the wonder child of jazz
with his retro jazz style, Robillard was recording a variety of blues and roots music.
Joining Robillard is his quartet are Bruce Bears [p], Brad Hallen [b] and Mark Teixeira
[drm], with guests Tim Ray [p], Jon-Erik Kellso [tpt] and Sugar Ray Norcia and Sunny
Crownover [voc]. SWINGIN’ AGAIN [Shining Stone Records bdcd006] offers ten
standards of fresh mainstream playing. Enjoy!
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INTRODUCING [Lladnek Records 032] presents a new organist on the scene —
KENDALL CARTER. Unlike many B3 players, including many he considers
influences, Carter is not a sweaty organist, but a rather laidback B3 player. Dave
Stryker [gtr] and Kenny Phelps [drm] provide steady support on eleven tracks,
including one original, in addition to the compositions from Carla Bley, Bill Withers,
Kenny Dorham, Lee Morgan and Sam Rivers.

JIGGS WHIGHAM put together the Federal Jazz Orchestra [aka Bundesjazzorchester] for A TRIBUTE TO THE CLARKE-BOLAND BIG BAND titled BUJAZZO. This
is a terrific live recording of 25 tracks [77:99] with Whigham commenting on some
of the pieces, usually in German. Some of the soloing is powerful and it may move
you to know who is soloing. Fortunately, the enclosed booklet gives the complete
rundown of soloists on each track. I will add that I enjoyed each and every track.

For decades listeners have been drawn to the trombone sections in big bands, then
in the 1950s two trombone veterans, J.J.Johnson and Kai Winding, got together
as the duo JJ&K. While the duo flourished, by the ’60s they ceased being a formal
group and had only occasional reunions, the final being in 1982. Since then, other
trombone duos have popped up, the latest being a quintet lead by HOWARD LEVY
and ALAN GOIDEL called SLIDE ATTACK. Their first release, ROAD TRIP [SACD
321] features nine tracks written by members of the group that include Michael
Goetz [b], Hiroshi Yamazaki [p] and Chuck Zeuren [drm]. The mellowness of the
trombones makes for a nice, familiar, and welcome recording.
It has been almost ten years since NNENNA FREELON issued a recording under her
own name. If you followed her on Columbia or Concord Records, you will certainly
welcome TIME TRAVELER [Origin Records 82822]. Recorded between 2018 and
2020, Freelon gets strong support from a pool of 13 musicians, most notable Keith
Ganz [gtr] and some tasty touches with organist Brandon McCune. Except for the
title track, the rest of the program are standards, and make for fine listening.

LE PEREZ is a woman who, at age 65+, was encouraged to record songs she always
had sung and loved. The result is THE LOVELY LE PEREZ, LIVE AT SAVANNA
JAZZ [Savanna Jazz Records195269 082789]. Pleasant, but of no great distinction,
Perez fortunately gives her band — Kelly Park [p], Noel Jewkes [sax], Buca Necak
[b] and Akira Tana [drm]— space and permission to play. Play and stretch they do.
The improvisations set the whole set off. If Perez does another CD, she should allow
herself to project more.
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JOE COUGHLIN [voc] made his recording debut in 1981. In recognition of its 40th
anniversary, that session has been reissued as THIRD ASCENSION [Indie Pool
Records 829982 214515]. At the time, Coughlin was 26 and the LP was issued on
the Acquitaine label. This reissue presents a program of romantic tracks that include
“Round Midnight,” “Here’s That Rainy Day,” and “Dancing on The Ceiling.”
Coughlin is quite pleasant to listen to with traces of Tony Bennett and Mark Murphy.
The program is made softer than necessary with Bernie Senensky switching between
electric and acoustic piano. Other musicians on this session include Les Sabina [as],
Ed Bickert [gtr], Don Thompson [b], Terry Clarke [drm], and Marty Morrell [perc].
BMG, the Montreux Jazz Festival, and the Claude Nobs Foundation have
collaborated on releasing material from some of the 5,000 Montreux concerts.
A 2-CD set titled ETTA JAMES; THE MONTREUX YEARS [BMG cat460cd] brings
together 21 tracks of solid blues and R&B recorded in July 1977, 1978, 1990 and
1998. Among the personnel featured on these sessions are Klaus Doldinger, Lew
Soloff, David “Fathead” Newman, Claude Nobs and David Mathews. Sound is good,
aside from some off-miking. The audience is evident but does not sound very hip.

The two-CD set NINA SIMONE, THE MONTREUX YEARS [BMG BMGCAT 461cd]
has qualities similar to the Etta James set – a hard cover, personnel notes, and
photos all bound into the cover. The material here is from 1976, 1981, 1987, 1990.
Simone is in good shape – political and pointed; and here the audiences are hip and
in agreement with Simone.
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